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Setting Goals and Developing Winning Attitudes
(and how it all affects discipline)

SETTING GOALS helps to develop a winning attitude and winning attitudes foster
excellence. And excellence leaves little room for poor discipline.

Goals that produce self-motivation in turn produce winners, so set your standards high.
When you set high expectations for your students, you dare them to match up.

One way of setting high expectations is to always be preparing for something. If your
group is always preparing for some performance, you eliminate many discipline
problems.

So, do what musicians are supposed to do: PERFORM! Football shows, marching
competitions, Christmas concerts, concert festivals, school assemblies, pep bands,
concerts for the community, a concert tour (in or out of state), solo and ensemble
festivals, small ensemble public performances (churches, local civic clubs, etc.) Perform!
perform!

Don't be afraid of competition (unless you personally can't handle critiques). The benefits
are in the growth gained, in the preparation and the actual competitive performance.
Every competition represents a chance to improve through evaluation. And that's being a
winner. And winning groups don't have many discipline problems.

Competition is in every facet of American life. It's the American way, if used properly.
It's a great incentive and great training for adult life: Competition within the section for
chair placement, competition for offices and honors, competitions with other bands or
orchestras.

Rules and How to Make Them Accepted and Productive
• Rules are limits which show the teacher cares. Keep rules to a minimum.
• You should have a band or orchestra Handbook, in which you spell out the major,

pertinent rules and regulations.
• Make them short and concise.
• Make them reasonable and fair.
• Overlook what is not important. Failure to know what IS important is a major

cause of teacher failure in discipline.
• Make sure your students know what to expect.
• Discipline is fair if each individual is treated as an individual and each person gets

what they deserve.
• Avoid issues, if possible.



• Act on crises immediately.
• When poor conduct is willful, take immediate action, don't wait.
• Apologize for your mistakes .... (even music directors make 'em). Don't be afraid

to admit making mistakes.
• Don't give a choice if you don't MEAN choice.
• Don't ask "WHY?" a person broke a rule.

A Sad Tale About Rules Defeating Their Purpose
An (Un-named) High School Band went on a four-day concert tour to Florida, where they
were to participate in a concert festival and a marching contest and have fun and sun on
the beaches. The Director's letter (booklet) of instructions included three pages of rules-
every little thing the Director could think of, touching all the possible bases. One student
quipped, "there's a rule for everything, even going to the bathroom." As a result, most
rules were ignored, the discipline was atrocious and word got back to the principal of the
high school, who proscribed future band trips until all present members had graduated.
MAKE RULES SHORT, CONCISE, REASONABLE AND FAIR. AND THEN
ENFORCE THEM.

Let's talk about you, the teacher, and your ability to inspire others

AUTHORITY IS GIVEN by the student because of respect for you, the teacher. And that
respect is earned through quality teaching, through mastery of your subject and through
your personality.
Everything about you must inspire respect, from your personal attitudes to your
knowledge of music and instruments, to your fairness, to the students' recognition of your
desire to make each one of them think there is something in them.
Make everyone feel important, appreciated and needed. When you want to get somebody
to do something, ask yourself, "How can I make him/her want to do it?"
If you want to inspire people, give them a challenge, make them excel.
If you must find fault, begin with praise and honest appreciation. Call attention to
mistakes indirectly, if possible. Use encouragement. Make the error or fault seem easy to
correct.
Ask questions or make suggestions rather than give orders: "Will you do _______?"
"May I suggest _______" "Wouldn't it be a good idea to do ________?"

Winning
"Winning" is a goal that improves performance and lowers discipline problems. But it
will be counter-productive unless you define it properly for your students.
Winning is not necessarily getting first place, or getting the winner's trophy, or being
judged best of class or sweepstakes winner, or getting the highest score at competitive
festivals.

PROMOTE THE IDEA that winning is doing your best, trying your hardest, giving it
your all, striving to be the best, achieving to the limit of your ability, never letting your
fellow members down by slackness, being self-disciplined, regardless of the score at the
competition!



What kind of an message do you think the director sent when he threw the second place
trophy in a trash can? Or the director who tore up the judges' comment sheets in front of
his band? Or the director who blamed the judges for the less-than-superior rating?

PROMOTE THE IDEA that we (the band) are our own competition-to perform at our
highest level! The student and the ensemble that honestly say, "That is A WINNER!!"

Maxims on Winning
Championships (winning) are won or lost in practice. Acronym for Won Or Lost In
Practice: WOLIP, pronounced "WALLOP." Make this a part of their consciousness. Put
"WALLOP" on your blackboard. Put it in your handbook.  Use the word WALLOP often
in conjunction with your rehearsals.

Bands and orchestras that teach Zero tolerance for mistakes are usually winners. And
winners have many fewer discipline problems than losers. Teach responsibility and
accountability, to oneself, to the school, to the group, to each other, to music. Winning is
doing your best. 

Well-trained student leaders can be a great help to you in establishing and maintaining
good discpline, morale and enthusiasm.

Student leadership, that has been democratically selected and properly trained in the
tenets of leadership can help establish a code of conduct that will reflect a high degree of
self-discipline, such as:

• Courtesy to each other
• Courtesy to the director
• Obedience to all rehearsal rules
• Always being on time: "Early is on time; on time is late!"
• 

Responsibility, for the personal care of uniforms and equipment and instruments.
The selection of student leaders should be a chapter in your handbook. Once they have
been selected, use them! Give each officer a sphere of responsibility and train your group
in following and obeying their officers.

A Testimonial to the Values and Discipline Taught in Outstanding Music Groups

This letter, from a parent, is reprinted from a Band Booster Club Newsletter.
"Our deep thanks to Mr.______ and the _____________ Band!
We took Steve to college yesterday. The night before, we sat down and asked ourselves
the usual questions parents ask, and the answers surprised us. Let us share some of them
with you.
Q.  Can Steve handle his money and budget wisely?
A.  Yes, he learned to do it on Band trips.
Q.  Can he get along with people?
A.  Yes, he learned to do this as a Band member and as a Band officer.



Q.  Can he handle responsibility, on his own?
A. Yes, because in the Band, it's shape up or ship out.
Q.  Can he follow instructions? Obey orders? Respect authority?
A.  Yes, because Mr. _____ taught that discipline is the backbone of every winner.
Q.  Can he stick to his own standards and moral values?
A.  Yes, on Band trips and activities, he could and did.

So, you see, Mr. _____ , when you thought you were merely teaching our son to play an
instrument and march a drill and perform in concert, you were actually preparing him to
go out into the world on his own.

We thank you for doing a great job for us. Now, Rebecca will be leaving for college in
two years. Will Band prepare her? We know it will!"

Rules for a Low-Achieving Band or Orchestra

1. Let them think they don't have to work hard in your class.
2. Never demand that they practice at home; that makes you a meanie.
3. Never put pressure on them; it might hurt their egos.
4. Never demand accountability, so they will think that is the way the world is going

to treat them.
5. Never demand good rehearsal or performance discipline; a few parents (who don't

demand discipline at home) might resent it.
6. AND YOU-don't be willing to spend many extra hours, studying, preparing,

coaching.
7. 

Anecdote: The great William Revelli, former Director of Bands at the University of
Michigan, a legend in his own time, came to town to conduct the All-State Band. At the
end of the day's rehearsal, 3 p.m., he asked to be driven to local high schools so he could
meet the band directors. By 4 p.m. he had visited five local high schools and found
FOUR bandrooms deserted, closed for the day. "How can they possible have a good band
program when they aren't willing to work more than just class hours?" He was disgusted.

DO YOU TALK TOO MUCH?????
In promulgating your esoteric cogitations or articulating your superficial sentimentalities,
or you amicable, philosophical or psychological observations, beware of platitudinous
ponderosity. Let your communications possess a clarified conciseness, a compacted
comprehensibleness and a coalescent consistency. Let your extemporaneous decanting
and unpremeditated explanations have intelligibility and veracious vivacity without
overzealous bombast. Eschew all conglomerations of garrulity, jejune babblement and
affectations. Sedulously avoid all polysyllabic profundity, pompous prolixity, psittaceous
vivacity, jocosity and prevarication.

In other words, make it clear, brief, crisp, and truthful!



IF, AFTER ALL ELSE HAS FAILED (gentle reminders in rehearsals, a meeting with the
student, investigation into the family situation or other social causes, a meeting with the
principal and parents and student), the BAD APPLE STILL PERSISTS, then by all
means prune the bad apple from the group before he/she spoils the whole barrel. Let us
hope this unfortunate situation very, VERY seldom occurs.


